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ontrary to what
you might suppose,

Steve really can be
lured out of town. But

guess who  baby-sits his Home Control
System. Right. I get a page of X-10
module addresses, the HCS reload
sequence, and a backup diskette. I’m
supposedly prepared for anything short
of plate tectonic activity.

The day after he left on the last
jaunt, his main garage door latch
clattered onto the floor. No fried
electronics, no smoking power drivers,
not even a program bug: a piece of pot
metal with remarkable timing picked
that day to end its service life.

Oft’ the best laid plans...
X- 10 remote control modules are

much the same. They are utterly
reliable for years, then snap on at 230
A.M. every morning for a week, and
revert to normal without a hint as to
what changed. Steve happened to be
acquainted with this feature and
designed his original HCS to remind
the modules of their state in life every
four minutes; a glitched  module is
reset by the next refresh command.

Elsewhere in this issue you will
find Steve’s description of Circuit
Cellar’s new generation home control
system. Ken’s doing hard work on the
supervisory controller (SC) and
command compiler, and I’m supplying
a few widgets. This column describes
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the bidirectional power line interface
(PL-Link) that the new HCS II uses  to
control the X- 10 modules scattered
throughout the house. The PL-Link
has a simple job: convert the SC’s
orders into X- 10 command sequences
and keep the X- 10 modules in lint by
resending those commands every few
minutes.

“The Smart X-10 Controller PL-
Link” earns its moniker because it
listens to the AC line and maintains a
table of module states based on what it
hears. Turn a lamp on using a standard
X-10 control unit, and PL-Link takes
note and refreshes that lamp ON until
you (or the HCS II’s supervisory
controller) turn it off. The SC can
extract module states from PL-Link
and adjust itself to manual overrides
without special one-time program
changes, so the whole system is, if not
truly intelligent, at least dimly aware.

Because we have covered the X- 10
specs (in gory detail) in previous
issues, I will describe how to coerce C
into producing X-10 messages. The
language is Dave Dunfield’s Micro-C,
which has sprouted three new memory
models and a host of other features
since the last issue.

TAKING COMMANDS
The new HCS II supervisory

controller communicates with its
peripherals through bidirectional RS-
485 transceivers using a single twisted
pair of wires. The peripherals are all
passive until the SC sends them a
command or status inquiry; only after
decoding a properly formatted and
addressed command may a peripheral
send anything to the SC. In fact, the
peripherals cannot echo command
characters because RS-485 communi-
cations are half-duplex.

The RS-485 messages must
include a header and a fixed-format
address field to select the appropriate
peripheral, so even though the com-
mands use plain ASCII text, they are
fiendishly difficult to type (macro keys
help!). PL-Link includes a demo mode
that eliminates the address overhead
and echoes each character as it is
received, giving you manual control
using a standard communications
program. A text file included with the

D Dump program status (debugging use)
E Show and clear error flags (debugging use)
Ln Set logging mode (bit mapped)

L report current mode
LO disable (default)
Ll show received X-10 messages
L2 show transmitted X-10 messages
L4 show refresh changes

Nn Set network/interactive mode
N report current mode
NO set interactive mode
Nl network mode (no error messages) (default)
N2 network mode with command echo (no err msgs)

P Report power failure status: n,n
first digit = 1 if power is currently OFF
second digit = 1 if power failed since last P command

Cl Query X-10 module status
Q report all modules for all housecodes
Oh00 report housecode h: h=sss...  (mod 01 first)

O=off 1 =on/dim/bright X=not used
Ohmm report module mm for housecode h: hmm=ss

OF=off  ON=on/dim/bright  XX=not used
R Set refresh period

R report current period in seconds
Rmm set period in minutes
RSss set period in seconds
RCmm clear refresh buffer, set period in minutes

S Send X-10 message
Shmmff send function ff to housecode h module mm
ShOl AF send ALL UNITS OFF command to housecode h
Shot  AN send ALL LIGHTS ON command to housecode h
Shmmffrr send function ff to housecode h module mm

function message repeated rr times
(may be strung together: Shmmff,hmmffrr,hmmff)

Figure l-The PL-Link responds to the above commands sent over the serial interface. In normal mode, each
command must be preceded by the nehvo& header and controller’s address (X-10-j. Note thaf the underscortx
are actual/y spaces in the message sent

downloadable code shows how to
activate “human” mode.

Figure 1 shows PL-Link’s com-
mand set. There are only three really
useful commands: send an X- 10
message, query the status of a house
code or single module, and clear the
refresh tables. The remaining com-
mands are handy, but the Big Three do
most of the work.

PL-Link uses serial interrupt
handlers, ring buffers, and interface
routines similar to those I have
presented in the past and don’t require
description here. For me to say that
serial interrupts are set to low priority
allowing the high-priority power line
interrupts to occur without delay is
enough. The timer and AC line sync
interrupts require only 100-200
microseconds, so they do not cause
lost characters.

The Micro-C run-time library
includes serial port drivers, but they
are not appropriate for the task at hand

because they assume ordinary “hu-
man” serial input instead of a robot
network. Such is firmware....

Listing 1 shows the code invoked
by a “Send” command. The outer
w h i 1 e loop picks off repeated X- 10
commands following the ‘5.” charac-
ter, extracts and validates each set of
parameters, and sends the appropriate
X- 10 bit sequences to the power line
using the PwrSendSeq( 1 function.
The Ref NewEvent  ( 1 function enters
the module’s ON/OFF state in the
refresh table.

A complete X- 10 transmission
consists of a house and device code to
select a particular module, followed by
a house and function code to tell that
module what to do. The house/device
and house/function messages are
normally sent twice, except for the
DIM/BRIGHT functions, which may
be sent up to 32 times. There should
be no delays between repetitions, but
there must be a delay between the
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house/device and house/function
groups.

The PwrSendSeqO  function
shown in Listing 2 translates the
house, device, function, and repeat
values into X- 10 transmission se-
quences  (as I understand the rules,
anyway!). In most cases, there will be
four X- 10 transmissions for each PL-
Link command, each with a different
bit pattern or length.
PwrFormatMsg(  1 createsthebit
patterns and inserts them into a ring
buffer, which is emptied by an inter-
rupt routine that sends
each bit at the right I

tory” I/O pins, the firmware also
provides for three optional LED

sink the 4.5 milliamps required to

outputs: a heartbeat to indicate the
main loop is running, an indicator that
goes on when an X-10 message is being

drive the optoisolator LED. The PL-

sent, and a power failure indicator.
Steve’s HCS II runs from +12-volt  gel
cell batteries, so the X- 10 controller is

Link board shown in the photos has a
2N2907 connected to INTl  for this
purpose.

In addition to those three “manda-
the upper trace, which triggers the 20
interrupts from Timer 0 shown on the
lower trace. There are three groups of

and when to sample the Tw523  data

three interrupts in each half cycle that
mark the beginning, middle, and end
of each X-10 data bit, and a tenth

output for received bits.

interrupt to handle “setup” functions
for the next half cycle. All of these

Photo 1 shows how the firmware
produces the right bits at the right
times. The primary synchronization
comes from the 60.Hz  signal shown in

time.
Before I discuss

how bits are sent, an
examination of where
the bits come from and
go to in the hardware is
necessary.

BURSTS TO BITS
AND BACK

As you can see
from Figure 2, there are
two big hardware
blocks: the Tw523
bidirectional power

Listing l-WLiflk’s  command decoding uses a simp switch tab/e to  idenlib  each single-character command. This shows
what the PL-Link does in response to a 5end’wmmand.

case 'S' : /* send X-10 command */
while (*pChar)  { /* handle multiple parms */

ParseErr  = CmdGetXArgs(&pChar):
if (ParseErr-  {

Nputstr('*** syntax error\n"):
1
else {

PwrSendSeq~CmdHouseNum.CmdModuleNum.CmdFuncNum,CmdRepeats~
RefNewEventiCmdHouseNum.CmdModuleNum.CmdFuncNum~CmdRepeats~;

line interface and a COMM-Link
microcontroller. You may substitute
your favorite microcontroller (with
some code changes, of course), but the
TW523  is essential. In effect, it is a
modem that converts digital data into
X- 10 power line signals and returns
digital data when it hears a valid X- 10
command on the power line.

The TW523 provides optical
isolation between your computer
circuitry and the power line’s AC
voltages and currents. Unlike the
earlier transmit-only PL513, the
TW523 has two open-collector
outputs: in addition to the 60-Hz
square wave for zero-crossing synchro-
nization a new bit presents X-10 data
pulses received from the power line.
Both are open-collector transistors
driven by optoisolators, which require
external pull-up resistors. The internal
8051 pull-ups are entirely satisfactory
for this purpose.

Driving the TW523 data input
requires a buffer transistor because an
8051 I/O bit can neither source nor

the only unit that knows when the
power goes off!

The PL-Link’s RAM and EPROM
configuration depends on the C
program’s memory model. For a Micro-
C Compact model program, the
EPROM is at OOOO-7FFF and the RAM
at 8000-9FFF,  with Code and Data
spaces overlapped. I edited the start-up
code to define those addresses, but
your compiler may require different
contortions. In any event, make sure
the code matches the hardware!

So much for the machinery. Now
for the tricky part.

The key to transmitting and
receiving X- 10 messages is maintain-
ing synchronization with the AC
power line. The TW523 provides a 60-
Hz signal that identifies both zero
crossings, but the firmware will be
interrupted only by the falling edge.
Further, there are tight specs control-

PRECISION PULSES REDUX

ling when the three X- 10 transmitted
bits must occur within each half cycle

interrupts occur every power-line
cycle, so there are 20 x 60 or 1200
interrupts per second.

During power failures the timer
interrupts free-run at about 55 Hz,

A twenty-first timer interrupt will
occur if (when?) the 60-Hz  input

with the twenty-first interrupt filling

disappears. A state machine triggered
by that interrupt times out after eight

in for the 60-Hz signal. The rest of the

missing cycles and flags a power
failure; there must be eight consecu-

firmware is unaware of the change,

tive good cycles before power becomes
“OK” again. This feature copes with

although X-10 messages don’t go

power line frequency variations down
to 55 Hz as well as glitches without

anywhere and there is no received

flagging too many errors. The HCS SC
can find out whether the power is

data. The program in the supervisory

currently off and whether it has failed
since the last status report.

controller decides how to recover from
the failure and what to tell the X-10
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Listing 24ach R-Link  order  cm produce several X-10  commands. This function adds fhe proper commands lo he
transmitter ring buffer for each Send” order.

,*________-_________-------------------_...................

/* Create X-10 message given all the information...
/* This produces several messages with varying repeats for each part...
/* House. device, function are all indexes into the ACLINE tables

PwrSendSeq(House,Device.Func.Repeats)
WORD House,
WORD Device,
WORD Func;
unsigned int Repeats;

PwrFormatMsg(House.Device.XTMSGSHORT.1):
PwrFormatMsg(House.Device.XTMSGBITS.1);

/* no pause after msg
/* short pause

Repeats = max(l.Repeats):
Repeats = min(255,Repeats);

/* ensure good repeats

if (1 == Repeats) {
PwrFormatMsg(House.Func.XlMSGBITS.1): /* ensure pause

1
else (

PwrFormatMsg(House.Func,XTMSGStiORT.Repeats-1); /* no pauses
PwrFormatMsg(House.Func.XTMSGBITS.1): /* short pause here

1

modules when they wake up. When
power returns, the timer interrupts
will lock to the 60.Hz  interrupt and
normal operation resume.

The interrupt handlers are written
in 805 1 assembly language using
Micro-C’s in-line assembler to embed
the code within C functions. Suffice it
to say that the code picks a bit from
the tail of the transmitter’s ring buffer
entry, sends it during each of the three
bit times, then steps to the next bit. A
variable determines how many bits are
sent in each message, and when the
bits are finished the code chucks up
the next ring entry and starts over
again.

The firmware also samples the
TW523 receiver output at the middle
of the first bit time in each half cycle,
even while transmitting a message. A
state machine finds the start sequence
(four successive half-cycles with the
otherwise invalid bit pattern 11 lo),
validates the next 18 half-cycles to
assemble a complete message, and
adds it to the head of the receiver’s
ring buffer.

I COHM-Link
Module

The X- 10 transmitter and receiver Figure 2-The PL-Link module uses the standard COMM-Link as ifs basis and adds a TM23  interface. Note thaf
ring buffers are located in External the ‘hear&at”  LED connected to Pl.  7 is on the COMA-Link board, so kn’f  shown here.

-*/
*/
*/
*/

adding excessive over-
head on time-critical
parts of the code.

The TW52.3
receiver is independent
of the transmitter, so
outgoing messages are
echoed back to the PL-
Link board. PL-Link
updates its refresh table
based on both transmit-
ted and received

*I

*/
*/

messages to ensure the
table always has the
latest information. The
refresh table remains
current even when the
TW523  is disconnected
or the power fails since
outbound messages
need not be echoed.

Photo 2 shows a
complete X-10 trans-
mission as seen at the
PL-Link I/O pins.
There are two pairs of
X- 10 messages: the first
two set the house and

RAM. The interrupt routines use device and the second two set the
Internal RAM variables to speed access house and function. Remember the
to the bits and touch External RAM 2N2907 transistor inverts outgoing
only when a message is complete. This data bits and the TW523 presents
timing provides space for many incom- inverted bits to INTO; in both cases, a
ing and outgoing messages while not “low” voltage indicates a “1” bit.

I

SI
D \

a

s\
II

RI
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Interestingly, the TW523 does not
behave quite like the documentation
would have you believe. The receiver
output is actually a stored copy of the
most recent valid X- 10 message; in
effect, the TW523 records a message
and plays it back immediately,
regardless of what happens on the
power line. It cannot record and play
simultaneously, so you must send
each message twice to prevent data
loss.

For example, if you send one
house/device message (say, “N” and
“02”) followed by a single house/
function message (“N” and “ON”), the
TW523  will return only the house/
device message. X- 10 modules do not
have this restriction, so the lamp at
NO2 will turn ON. Spending a little
time sending various combinations of
messages to see how the TW523 reacts
is worthwhile.

MODELING MEMORY
The key to writing good firmware

is keeping track of your variables. The
805 1 architecture provides three

Photo l--During  an X-10 transmission, the primary synchronization comes from the 60-k/z s&a/shown in be
upper trace, which triggers the 20 iflfeffupfs  from  Timer 0 shown on the lower trace.

address spaces in which to store but C language syntax masks the
variables: Internal RAM, External subtleties.
RAM, and (for constants only!) in In addition to the program’s
EPROM with the program code. In variables, you need RAM to hold
assembly language, you appreciate full subroutine return addresses, save CPU
well the differences between the three, registers during interrupts, and so

Develop Real Time Applications
FAST!

The DCESl  TM Executive provides:
Preemptive Scheduling
4 Priority Levels
Up to 8 Tasks
Memory Management
Message Passing
Interrupt Management
Dynamic Task Creation
Monitor Task Available
$300, No Royalties

Iota Systems, Inc.
PH: (702) 831-6302 FAX: (702) 831-4629

POB 8987
Incline Village, Nevada 89450

The $595 Solution
to 8051 $&em Development

The PDK51 is a fully integrated
hardware, firmware, and software
system designed to help you develop
your products quickly and cost
effectively.
All you need to use the PDK51 is
an IBM-PC/XT/AT or compatible.
We supply the rest.

POW1 PLUS includes everything in the PDKSI  plus Vers.  3 of our
popular 8X01  8051/8052  BASIC compiler-4800.

Call Now! 603-469-3232 or FAX 603-469-3530

q Binary Technology, Inc.

144

Morn  Street - PO. Box 67 . Meriden.  NH 03770
wEI2
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Photo 2-This complete X- 10 transmission consisfs  of hvo pairs of X- 10  messages. The firsf  two set he house and
device and the second two set the house and /unction.

forth. C needs space to pass function wonder memory models are often
arguments, evaluate expressions, and confusing.
allocate heap storage. The memory Micro-C now supports five
model you use tells the compiler memory models: Tiny, Small, Com-
where to put everything, but given the pact, Medium, and Large. Although
sheer number of choices it is no the names may sound familiar to

80x86 C programmers, the meanings
are not obvious. Worse, 8051 memory
models vary by compiler and “Com-
pact” may mean two different things
for two different 8051 compilers.

Remember: it’s not what you
don’t know that hurts you, it’s what
you think you know that ain’t so.

Tiny model is the simplest;
everything must fit into the 8051’s
Internal RAM. Given that there are
only 128 bytes of RAM (256 bytes in
8052/32 CPUs),  Tiny model programs
are easily overwhelmed. Nevertheless,
the BLi nkBOX  and COMBO programs in
the last two columns were both Tiny
programs, even if BLi nkBOX  needed
256 bytes of Internal RAM.

Small model allows you to put
variables into either Internal or
External RAM, but keeps local
variables (those defined within C
functions] on the Internal RAM stack.
Small model may be precisely right for
your programs if you forego local
variables.

Compact model moves the local
variables to a simulated stack in

Micromint’s BRUTE-52 is the ultimate compact controller.
One look at the list of features will tell you that this full-
featured controller has the power to crush your most de-
manding applications:

l CMOS 8OC52/8oc32 l 12-bii  pamllel TTL l/O
l Three l&ii  counter timen . B-bits  buffered high-v&age.  hiihcurrent outputs
l I I.0592  MHz System Clock l 8-biir  optoisoloted  non-polar&d  DC inputs
l Hardware Watchdog Timer . 12.bii plus sign analog-todiiital  converter
. Hardware Clock-calendar .9 channels! 60 Samples/second! 1.2 mV resolution!
l Optoboloted  Serial  Communicotiins . 12-bii  diiital-to-analog  convefter

RS-232 or RS-485!  3OC-9600  bps! 2 channels! 1.2 mV resolution! Selectable ranges!
l Optoirokxted  Sei~ll  Printer Port. . Onty 3.5 x 5.3 Inches!

RS232  150-9403 bps . Operates  ot c-70°C
. SV-only Cpemtion . Consurlws  onty llx-200 rra (dependhg on cmnguatkal
. Up to 56 Kbytes RAM and/or EPROM l Use networked or stand-alone
l I Kbii EEPROM . DEMO/Diagnostic  ROM

BRUTE-52 offers you all these features at only $459!  ($379/l 00
quantity OEM) We also have a starter  system for $289. When
you add in Micromint’s renowned quality, sevices, and
support, you won’t find a better value in compact control.

To order BRUTE-52, or for more information, contact:

Micromint, Inc.
4 Park Street l Vernon, CT 06066

Phone (203) 87 7-6 170 l FAX (203) 872-2204
-
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External RAM, so code using those
variables becomes larger and slower.
However, this model is a must if your
functions twiddle large character
arrays or use many local variables. The
PL-Link uses Compact model because
Internal RAM is chock-full of time-
critical global variables, leaving
precious little room for local variables
on the stack.

All three of these models enforce a
nonstandard restriction on your code:
any initialized variable is treated as a
constant stored in EPROM. While this
may sound like a terrible disadvantage,
your code ought to have an initializa-
tion section anyway. In point of fact,
putting true constants in EPROM
makes a great deal of sense because
they cannot be changed by a glitch or
program bug.

In addition, these models require
combined Code and Data spaces,
which is usually accomplished by
ORing the CPU’s -PSEN  and -RD
outputs with an ‘08 gate. This process
limits the total address space to 64K
bytes total and forces RAM and
EPROM to cover different address
ranges. You can now see the reasoning
behind PL-Link’s peculiar addressing
with EPROM from 0000 to 7FFF and
RAM from 8000 to 9FFF.

Medium model is similar to Small
model, but with separate External
RAM and Code spaces. The C start-up
code copies all the initialized variables
from the Code EPROM to the Data
RAM before passing control your C
program, which can then alter the
values as needed. All local variables
must still fit on the Internal RAM
stack, so Medium model may not be
particularly useful.

Large model is the least restrictive
of the five because it uses separate
Data and Code spaces and puts local
variables in External RAM. Of course,
the resulting code can be much larger
and slower than any other model, but
it’s the only way to get 64K of Data,
64K of Code, and not run out of
Internal RAM.

In all cases, the CPU return
address stack is in Internal RAM
because that’s where the hardware
must find it. If you have allegedly
portable C code that twiddles the stack

Photo 3-A screen shot of a session wif/~ me  PL-Lmkshows  what he ‘human’mode  of operation  /c&s like

directly, it won’t work correctly in all
models because the Internal stack
grows up and the External stack grows
down.

Many 80x86 C compilers imple-
ment the storage class keyword n e a r
to identify variables located within the
default segment and far for those
variables in other segments. Micro-C
slightly abuses the r e g i s t e r keyword
to designate Internal RAM variables. I
prefer the former convention, even
though it is not directly applicable to
8051CPUs,somy8051base.hfile
has a #de f i n e statement to replace all
NEAR variables [note the capitalization)
with register variables.

Micro-C has a separate start-up
file for each memory model. The code
defines the starting address and size for
the system’s RAM and EPROM. I also
modified the Compact start-up code to
leave room for the interrupt vectors;
the changes are detailed in
SMARTXlO.  C.

SUMMING UP
SMARTXlO as implemented on the

PL-Link hardware can form the basis
of a powerful home control system
because it relieves the main supervi-
sory controller of the grubby details
(and critical timings) required to send
and receive X- 10 messages. It uses
either RS-485 or RS-232 communica-
tions, so you should be able to adapt it
to a wide range of systems; I’d be

interested in hearing what you come
up with.

The hex file required to create a
PL-Link EPROM can be downloaded
from the Circuit Cellar BBS. PL-Link’s
source code will not be placed on the
BBS, but may be licensed from Circuit
Cellar Inc.

The BBS files do, however, include
the complete source code for MON X 10,
an X- 10 monitor program that reports
what it hears from a TW52.3  X-10
interface over the RS-232 serial link.
MO N X 10 will show you how to create a
Micro-C program with in-line assem-
bler and bit manipulations.

Next issue: a people tracker. q

Software for thisarticle isavailable from
the Circuit Cellar BBS and on Software
On Disk for this issue. Please see the
end of “ConnecTime”  in this issue for
downloading and ordering information.

Ed Nisley is a Registered Professional
Engineer and a member of the Com-
puter Applications /oumal’s engineer-
ing staff. He specializes in finding
innovative solutions to demanding
and unusual technical problems.

416 Very Useful
417 Moderately Useful
416  Not Useful
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